NEW FEATURES

• Import Field Name Template – Save field name matching as templates
• Significance of Rank Ordering – Give suspect best and worst rank based on surrounding area
• State Plane Coordinate Support SPC83 (NAD-83) – Import and add new locations using state plane coordinate system
• Geoprofile Animation – Flicker through sets of crimes within a case
• Site Support – Add points of interest as sites for theissen polygon analysis
• Theissen Polygon Analysis – Indicate areas of influence around each site in a set of sites

IMPROVEMENTS

• Report Images saved with the case
• PowerPoint Report Templates
• Captions in custom report templates
• All coordinate systems supported in report templates
• Multiple Geocoders on import – improved geocoding
• No mappoint starting - performance
• Google geocoder can geocode to building names

NEW VERSION SUPPORT

• ESRI ArcGIS 10
• Microsoft MapPoint 2010
• Microsoft Office 2010